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The ArmorBoss™ Countertop Shield allows for in-person communication 
while limiting the transmission of germs from sneezes or coughs. This clear 
acrylic shield serves as an excellent solution for maintaining your customer 
relationships, all while keeping a safe distance and ensuring your business 
stays healthy. It features an opening on the bottom for the safe, contact-
free exchange of materials.

(ABC)

This unique product allows for customers or workers to share a small table 
and carry on a conversation, while simultaneously limiting the transmission 
of germs from coughing or sneezing. Its unique design joins two clear acrylic 
plastic protective shields to form an X-shape, making it perfect for use at 
round tables.

This is a rugged acrylic shield that brings safe, face-to-face communication to 
places where people meet around a table – all while limiting the transmission 
of germs between those involved. This protective shield allows customers 
and employees to safely carry on a conversation and exchange materials 
across a table in a contact-free manner. Multiple table shields can be used to 
protect larger meetings on larger tables.

This versatile counter shield utilizes a repositionable, clear acrylic shield 
and comes equipped with two base options: affixed or freestanding. It can 
either be attached to a counter permanently or moved freely from location to 
location. This shield provides protection from germs (sneezing or coughing), 
and can act as a particle barrier for machine guarding as well.

(ABX-4824)

(ABT)

(ABR-2420)

COUNTER / TABLE SHIELDS

Protection For Interaction And Collaboration
You can’t avoid the unexpected, but PS Public Protection™ products 
can ensure that you’re ready when it arrives. Threats come in all sizes, 
and a powerful natural disaster and a microscopic virus can both 
change how you do business. We’ll help you protect your employees, 
your customers and your bottom line. These products will help to 
make your public spaces and workplaces safer and more prepared for 
the unknown.



This rugged shield allows face-to-face communication between two standing 
individuals while limiting the transmission of germs. Designed with versatility 
and personal separation in mind, it is easy to move from one location to 
another and features an adjustable base that allows the protective acrylic 
shield to be raised to a maximum height of 78.5 inches. It can serve as 
protection for individuals providing security or working lines at public events 
and can even act as a particle barrier for machine guarding in an industrial 
environment. The ArmorBoss Floor Stand Shield is available in one stock size 
or 100% customizable.

Designed with personal space and separation in mind, ArmorBoss™ Cubicle 
Shields improve workplace safety and functionality by providing peace of 
mind to workers and visitors alike. Constructed with corrugated, clear acrylic 
plastic, these shields clasp to the top of existing cubicle walls, extending 
the cubicle and protecting the occupant – as well as nearby employees and 
customers – from the transmission of germs. 
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Check-out Counter,  
Bank Teller Window X

Office/Desk/ 
Conference Room X X X
Restaurant/Café/ 

Coffee Shop X X X X
Reception Area/Lobby X X X

Break Room X X
Sporting Event Ticket 
Window/Concessions X X X
Equipment/Machine 

Guarding X X

ARMORBOSS SHIELDS ARE PERFECT FOR VIRTUALLY ANY BUSINESS:



ARMORBOSS™ COUNTERTOP SHIELD

ARMORBOSS™ COUNTER STAND SHIELD

ARMORBOSS™ 

X-SHAPE  
TABLE SHIELD
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FLOOR STAND SHIELD
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ARMORBOSS™ LINEAR 
TABLE SHIELD
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 Check out these other product lines from PS Industries®

PS Access Solutions™ includes a complete line of industrial doors and 
hatches constructed to specifically withstand the abuses of industry 
and manufacturing.

PS Safety Access™ fall-protection products include gates, hatches and 
doors that provide barriers against everyday workplace dangers that 
can injure personnel and hinder productivity. 

PS Flood Barriers™ offers a complete line of flood doors, walls, planks 
and hatches that provide proven protection against floodwaters.


